
Make a Movie 

 

Students will 

 Practice information processing skills to gather, organize, analyze, and apply information on film 

techniques, best practices in film-making, and the use of video hardware and software. 

 Apply critical thinking skills to recognize problems in scheduling, locations, props, lighting, and technical 

limitations and develop solutions to work around these issues to create a professional looking film. 

 Learn the correct format for writing movie scripts. 

 Write and edit a movie script in correct format with correct mechanics. 

 Will demonstrate creative thinking creative thinking skills in writing an original screenplay, filming using 

different camera angles, editing stock footage to create a sensible story, using creative special effects in 

filming and editing their original screen play. 

 Demonstrate task commitment and responsibility in their daily activities and group tasks. 

 Use communication skills to plan and create screenplays, to create advertising, and to create, shoot,   

and edit an original film. 

 Create props, settings, and costumes. 

 Create a storyboard for each scene of the movie. 

 Work cooperatively with other students in order to reach a common goal. 

Knowledge Standards 

In Communication Arts, students in Missouri public schools will acquire a solid foundation which includes 
knowledge of and proficiency in  

CA 1 speaking and writing standard English (including grammar, usage, punctuation, 
spelling, capitalization) 

CA 4 writing formally (such as reports, narratives, essays) and informally (such as outlines, 
notes) 

CA 5 comprehending and evaluating the content and artistic aspects of oral and visual 
presentations (such as story-telling, debates, lectures, multi-media productions) 

CA 6 participating in formal and informal presentations and discussions of issues and ideas 

In Fine Arts, students in Missouri public schools will acquire a solid foundation which includes knowledge 
of  

 
FA 1 

process and techniques for the production, exhibition or performance of one or more 
of the visual or performed arts 

FA 3  the vocabulary to explain perceptions about and evaluations of works in dance, 
music, theater and visual arts 

FA 4  interrelationships of visual and performing arts and the relationships of the arts to 
other disciplines 

 

 



Performance Goals 

Students will demonstrate within and integrate across all content areas the ability to  

Goal 1.1 develop questions and ideas to initiate and refine research  

Goal 1.2 conduct research to answer questions and evaluate information and ideas 

Goal 1.4 use technological tools and other resources to locate, select and organize information 

Goal 1.5 comprehend and evaluate written, visual and oral presentations and works  

Goal 1.6 discover and evaluate patterns and relationships in information, ideas and structures 

Goal 1.8 organize data, information and ideas into useful forms (including charts, graphs, 
outlines) for analysis or presentation 

Goal 1.10 apply acquired information, ideas and skills to different contexts as students, workers, 
citizens and consumers 

Goal 2.1 plan and make written, oral and visual presentations for a variety of purposes and 
audiences 

Goal 2.2 plan and make written, oral and visual presentations for a variety of purposes and 
audiences 

Goal 2.3 review and revise communications to improve accuracy and clarity 

Goal 2.4 present perceptions and ideas regarding works of the arts, humanities and sciences 

Goal 2.5 perform or produce works in the fine and practical arts 

Goal 2.7 use technological tools to exchange information and ideas  

Goal 3.1  identify problems and define their scope and elements 

Goal 3.2 develop and apply strategies based on ways others have prevented or solved 
problems 

Goal 3.3 develop and apply strategies based on one’s own experience in preventing or solving 
problems 

Goal 3.8 assess costs, benefits and other consequences of proposed solutions 

Goal 4.4 recognize and practice honesty and integrity in academic work and in the workplace 

Goal 4.5  develop, monitor and revise plans of action to meet deadlines and accomplish goals 

Goal 4.6 identify tasks that require a coordinated effort and work with others to complete 
those tasks 

 

 


